
Put Down Roots 
Put down on your Scrabble board WORD ROOTS that convey a particular description, thought, or meaning (7s then 8s) 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

7s [FIX] (repair, attach) 

AFFIXAL AAFFILX pertaining to prefix or suffix [adj] 

AFFIXED ADEFFIX AFFIX, to attach (to connect as associated part) [v] 

AFFIXER AEFFIRX one that affixes (to attach (to connect as associated part)) [n -S] 

AFFIXES AEFFISX AFFIX, to attach (to connect as associated part) [v] 

ANTEFIX AEFINTX upright ornament at eaves of tiled roof [n -A, -AE, -ES] 

FIXABLE ABEFILX FIX, to repair (to restore to good condition) [adj] 

FIXATED ADEFITX FIXATE, to make stable or stationary [v] 

FIXATES AEFISTX FIXATE, to make stable or stationary [v] 

FIXATIF AFFIITX fixative (substance for preserving paintings or drawings) [n -S] 

FIXEDLY DEFILXY firmly (in firm (unyielding to pressure) manner) [adv] 

FIXINGS FGIINSX accompaniments to main dish of meal [n -S] 

FIXITIES EFIIISTX FIXITY, stability (quality of being stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition)) [n] 

FIXTURE EFIRTUX permanent part or appendage of house [n -S] 

FIXURES EFIRSUX FIXURE, firmness (state of being firm (unyielding to pressure)) [n] 

INFIXED DEFIINX INFIX, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

INFIXES EFIINSX INFIX, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

POSTFIX FIOPSTX to affix at end of something [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REAFFIX AEFFIRX to affix again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REFIXED DEEFIRX REFIX, to fix again [v] 

REFIXES EEFIRSX REFIX, to fix again [v] 

UNFIXED DEFINUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNFIXES EFINSUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s [FIX] (repair, attach) 

AFFIXIAL AAFFIILX affixal (pertaining to prefix or suffix) [adj] 

AFFIXING AFFGIINX AFFIX, to attach (to connect as associated part) [v] 

CRUCIFIX CCFIIRUX cross bearing image of Christ [n -ES] 

FIXATING AFGIINTX FIXATE, to make stable or stationary [v] 

FIXATION AFIINOTX act of fixating (to make stable or stationary) [n -S] 

FIXATIVE AEFIITVX substance for preserving paintings or drawings [n -S] 

INFIXING FGIIINNX INFIX, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

INFIXION FIIINNOX act of infixing (to implant (to set securely)) [n -S] 

PREFIXAL AEFILPRX pertaining to or being prefix [adj] 

PREFIXED DEEFIPRX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

PREFIXES EEFIPRSX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

REFIXING EFGIINRX REFIX, to fix again [v] 

SUBFIXES BEFISSUX SUBFIX, distinguishing symbol or letter written below another character [n] 

SUFFIXAL AFFILSUX pertaining to or being suffix [adj] 

SUFFIXED DEFFISUX SUFFIX, to add as suffix (form affixed to end of end of word) [v] 

SUFFIXES EFFISSUX SUFFIX, to add as suffix (form affixed to end of end of word) [v] 

SUPERFIX EFIPRSUX recurrent pattern of stress in speech [n -ES] 

TRANSFIX AFINRSTX to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

UNFIXING FGIINNUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

 


